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Wilson Legal Solutions Introduces
Wilson Analytics Professional Solution

New Software to Enable In-Memory Analysis and Queries of
Elite 3E Data and to be featured at VANTAGE 2014
NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA (June 10, 2014)….Wilson Legal Solutions, a provider of software
and services to enhance law firm profitability and productivity, is pleased to announce the
introduction of the Wilson Analytics Professional solution. The software enables inmemory analysis and queries of Elite 3E data.
Wilson Analytics Professional helps law firms convert complex and detailed transactional
information into KPIs that can be easily visualized and consumed. Law firms can use the
software to aggregate and analyze 3E data for fast, secure, and lightweight access using
standard Microsoft products such as Excel, Power Pivot, and Power View. Wilson Ideate
Technology, in development, enables dashboard-based visualizations that are mobile,
customizable, and work with Wilson Analytics Professional and external data sources.
“We live in an increasingly digital world. Law firms, like many businesses, need to develop
a Big Data strategy to make use of high-volume, high-velocity, and high-variety data. Law
firm decision makers need direct access to their data to query and analyze it. And they
should be able to access it wherever they are – on the road, at a client site, and in court,”
says Greg Murphy, senior director of Wilson Legal Solutions. “Wilson Analytics Professional
enables these capabilities.”
Additional features of the software include the Wilson Partition Manager that enables
incremental updates to the aggregated 3E data. The Wilson Security Manager enables firms
to effectively compartmentalize law firm data and allow access by user role. The software
also features preconfigured visualizations of key performance indicators such as
productivity and inventory, profitability, general ledger, business development, and fulltime equivalents.
Wilson Legal Solutions will display the software in its booth at VANTAGE 2014, the
worldwide conference of Thomson Reuters Elite taking place June 23 to 26, 2014 at the
Marriott Marquis New York. The software will also be featured during an educational
session entitled “Access, Analyze, and Visualize Elite 3E Data” during the conference. For
details visit www.wilsonlegalsol.com/uc14.
About Wilson Legal Solutions
Wilson Legal Solutions helps law firms leverage their investment in Thomson Reuters Elite
software. The company is an Elite 3E Certified Services Partner that specializes in Elite 3E,

Enterprise, BI, and Design Gallery software services. For information visit
www.wilsonlegalsol.com.
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